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For 1p<, the classical Lp Banach Principle relates a.e. convergence of a
sequence of operators to the finiteness of a maximal function, and has had many
important applications. For p=, the classical Banach principle has not been
as effective. We give a formulation of an L Banach principle which can be used
to establish a.e. convergence (or divergence) of a sequence of operators on L.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction, Notation, and Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, (X, A, +) will denote a probability space, and Y
will denote the set of all (classes of) measurable functions f : X  R,
equipped with the topology of convergence in measure; this is given by the
usual metric
d( f, g)=|
X
| f&g|
1+| f&g|
d+, f, g # Y
induced by the quasi norm \( f )=X | f |(1+| f | ) d+, f # Y. It is well known
and easy to see that (Y, d ) is a topological vector space and a complete
metric space ([Y]).
If (E, & &) is a normed space and S: E  Y a sublinear operator (i.e.,
|S(*u)|=|*| |Su| for u # E and * # R, and |S(u1+u2)||S(u1)|+|S(u2)|
for u1 , u2 # E ) it is well known ([de G], [G]) that the following are
equivalent:
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(I) S: (E, & &)  (Y, d ) is continuous at 0 # E.
(II) The function ,: (0, +)  [0, +) defined by
,(*)= sup
u # E, &u&1
+[x # X : |Su(x)|>*]
tends to 0 as *  .
The classical Banach principle (formulated by Banach in 1926) may be
stated as follows ([de G], [G]):
Classical Banach Principle. Let (E, & &) be a Banach space. Let (Tn)
be a sequence of linear operators, Tn : E  Y. Assume that each
Tk : (E, & &)  (Y, d ) is continuous and that
T*f (x)=sup
k
|Tk f (x)|<+ a.e.
for each f # E. Then:
(1) The maximal operator T*: (E, & &)  (Y, d ) is also continuous
at 0.
(2) The set of all f # E for which (Tn f ) converges a.e. is closed in E.
The Banach principle is most often and successfully applied in the con-
text E=Lp, 1p<. Let (Tn) denote a sequence of bounded linear
operators, Tn : Lp  Lp (where 1p<). Frequently it is possible to
establish convergence on a dense set in Lp. Thus if we can show that
T*f<+ a.e. for all f # L p, then we have a.e. convergence of (Tn f ) for
all f # Lp.
For E=L, and if the Tn’s are bounded linear operators Tn : L  L,
the condition T*f<+ a.e. for all f # L is often automatically satisfied
(for instance if the Tn’s are all contractions in L); but that does not
guarantee a.e. convergence of (Tnf ) for all f # L. Consider the following
Example. Let X=[0, 1) (mod 1), the unit circle with Lebesgue
measure. For % # (0, 1), we define Tn, % f (x)=1n n&1k=0 f (x+2
k%) (mod 1),
then clearly
T%* f=sup
n
|Tn, % f |& f & ,
so for f # L we have T%* f< + a.e. (in fact T%*: L  L is even
continuous at 0 in the L norm). Further for a.e. % # (0, 1), the sequence
(2k%) is uniformly distributed (mod 1), hence for such a % the sequence
(Tn, % f (x)) converges for all x # X if f is continuous. However, for every
irrational % # (0, 1), a.e. convergence is known to fail for some f # L
([ABJLRW], [R]).
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Thus the L norm topology appears to be too strong for the ‘‘classical’’
Banach principle to be effective in L, (in particular, in the above example
the continuous functions are not dense in the unit ball of L). The
considerations suggest that a different formulation is necessary.
This formulation is important because in many cases we are interested in
knowing how badly a sequence of operators can behave. In particular, if
(Tn) are bounded operators from Lp to Lp for some p, 1p<, we may
want to show that not only do these operators fail to converge, but that
they fail so badly that (Tn f ) may fail to converge even for bounded func-
tions. In Section 2 we formulate our version of the Banach principle for
operators with domain in L, and give some consequences of this result.
One consequence, Corollary 3, answers a question posed by J. Rosenblatt
in [R, page 231] concerning the relationship between sequences of integers
which are L universally bad, and $-sweeping out.
In [B] Bourgain states the following result. Let (Tn) be a sequence of
linear contractions on L2, which commute with a mixing family of transfor-
mations; if (Tn f ) converge a.e. for all f # L then there is a function
$(=)  0 for =  0, such that  supn |Tn f (x)| dx<$(=) whenever & f&1
and & f&1<=.
In our attempt to understand Bourgain’s result, we were led to the ver-
sion of the Banach principle for L which we formulate below. Some com-
ments are in order. First, note that the formulation of the Banach principle
for L that we give below does not assume that the operators commute
with a mixing family. Second, this formulation can be used in the same way
that Bourgain uses his statement, to imply the conclusion of Proposition 2
in his paper [B]. Further, the following example (due to Mate Wierdl)
shows that the maximal function need not be integrable even for f # L, if
we do not assume that the operators commute with a mixing family. Let
Tn f (x)=\- n(n+1) |
1
0
f (t) dt+ /(1(n+1), 1n)(x).
These operators clearly are contractions on L2(0, 1), and converge to 0 for
all x # (0, 1). However, for any f # L2(0, 1) such that 10 f (t) dt>0 we have
|
1
0
sup
n
Tn f (x) dx=\|
1
0
f (t) dt+ :

n=1
- n(n+1) |
1n
1(n+1)
1 dx=.
Remark. The results of Stein [St] and Sawyer [Sa], which relate the
finiteness of the maximal operator to the existence of a weak type
inequality, refine and strengthen the Banach principle, but their stronger
conclusions require the existence of a mixing family of operators.
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In what follows we work with the space Y0 defined by
Y0=[f # L : &f&1].
The proposition below is now easily proved.
Proposition 1. We have
(1) (Y0 , d ) is a complete metric space.
(2) For f, g # Y0 and 1p< we have
(2a) 13 & f&g&1d( f, g)&f&g&1 and
(2b) & f&g&pp2
p&1 & f&g&12p&1 &f&g&p .
Hence the distances d( f, g), & f&g&1 , and & f&g&p are uniformly equiv-
alent distances on Y0 .
We will use the notation (Y0 , & &p) to denote the space Y0 equipped with
the distance ( f, g)  & f&g&p .
Note also that for a mapping S: Y0  Y with S(0)=0, the following
assertions are equivalent:
(I0) S: Y0  Y is continuous in measure at 0, (i.e. if fn # Y0 and
fn  0 in measure, then Sfn  0 in measure).
(II0) S: (Y0 , d )  (Y, d ) is continuous at 0.
(III0) S: (Y0 , & &p)  (Y, d ) is continuous at 0. (Here 1p<.)
(IV0) There is a function $(=)  0 with =  0 such that if
,(=)= sup
f # Y 0 , &f&1$(=)
+ [x # X : |Sf (x)|>=]
then ,(=)  0 as =  0.
Remarks. (1) Let 1p<. Let (Tn) be a sequence of linear
operators, Tn : Lp  Lp. Assume that there is A>0 such that &Tn f&p
A & f&p for all n1, f # Lp. Then the mappings Tn : (Y0 , d )  (Y, d) are
continuous at 0, and in fact we have equicontinuity at 0.
(2) On the other hand if T : L  L is a positive linear contraction
on L, then T : (Y0 , d)  (Y, d ) need not be continuous at 0. In fact
T : (Y0 , d )  (Y, d) is continuous at 0 (equivalently, T : Y0  Y0 is con-
tinuous in measure at 0) if and only if T is the ‘‘adjoint’’ of a ‘‘sub-
Markovian’’ operator in L1 ([N], V.4).
Let S: Y0  Y. If S: (Y0 , d )  (Y, d ) is continuous at 0, we shall some-
times simply say that S is continuous at 0.
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In what follows we shall consider mappings Sn : L  Y for n1. For
f # L define for N1
S*1, N f (x)= sup
1nN
|Sn f (x)|,
S*N,  f (x)= sup
nN
|Sn f (x)|,
and
S*f (x)=sup
n1
|Sn f (x)| (=S*1,  f (x)),
whenever these maximal operators are well defined.
We say that a sequence of operators (Sn) is $-sweeping out, (0<$1),
if given =>0 there is a set E, with +(E )=, such that lim sup Sn /E (x)$
a.e. (See Rosenblatt [R], where this definition was introduced. His paper
also contains several examples of sequences which are $-sweeping.)
2. Theorems and Corollaries
In this section we state the main theorems, and consequences of these
theorems. The proofs of the theorems are postponed until Section 3.
Theorem 1. Assume that
(1) each Sn : L  Y is linear,
(2) the maximal operator is well defined, that is S*f (x)=
supn1 |Sn f (x)| is finite a.e. for f # L, and S*: (Y0 , d )  (Y, d ) is con-
tinuous at 0.
Then the set E of elements f # Y0 for which (Sn f ) converges a.e. is closed in
(Y0 , d).
In many interesting cases it is easy to establish the a.e. convergence of
(Sn f ) for f in some subset of Y0 which is dense in (Y0 , d ). By Theorem 1,
if we know the continuity of S*: (Y0 , d )  (Y, d ) at 0, then we obtain a.e.
convergence for all f # Y0 , and hence for all f # L. Thus the following
corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Assume that
(1) each Sn : L  Y is linear,
(2) the maximal operator is well defined, that is S*f (x)=
supn1 |Sn f (x)| is finite a.e., for f # L, and S*: (Y0 , d )  (Y, d ) is con-
tinuous at 0,
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(3) there is a set D/Y0 , D dense in (Y0 , d ), such that
limn   Sn f (x) exists a.e. for each f # D.
Then limn   Sn f (x) exists a.e. for all f # L.
Continuity of the maximal operator at 0 is not only a sufficient condition
for a.e. convergence of linear operators mapping L  Y. It is also
necessary:
Theorem 2. Assume that
(1) each Sn : L  Y is linear,
(2) each Sn : (Y0 , d )  (Y, d ) is continuous at 0,
(3) limn   Sn f (x) exists a.e. for f # L.
Then S*: (Y0 , d )  (Y, d ) is continuous at 0.
The following theorem is essentially a reformulation of results of
Rosenblatt [R], and is included here to show the relationship between the
failure of the maximal operator to be continuous at 0, and other conditions
associated with divergence.
Theorem 3. Assume that
(1) each Sn : L  Y is linear,
(2) each Sn is positive,
(3) each Sn is a contraction on L,
(4) each Sn : (Y0 , & &1)  (Y0 , & &1) is continuous at 0.
For =>0 define
2= sup {|X S*/E (x) d+(x); E # A, +(E )== .
Then there is a $>0 such that the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) S* is not continuous at 0.
(ii) lim=  0 2= $>0.
(iii) For each =>0, there exists E0 # A, +(E0)= with
|
X
lim sup
n
(Sn/E 0)(x) d+(x)$.
(iv) For each =>0 and each 0<’<1, there exists E0 # A, +(E0)=, with
+([x: lim sup
n
(Sn/E 0)(x)$(1&’)])$’.
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We say that a family (E:) of measurable measure preserving transforma-
tions on a probability space (X, A, +) is a mixing family if given any two
sets A, B # A, and any #>1, we can find E # (E:) such that +(A & E&1B)
#+(A) +(B).
Corollary 2. Assume that
(1) each Sn : L  L is linear,
(2) each Sn is positive,
(3) each Sn is a contraction on L,
(4) each Sn : (Y0 , & &1)  (Y0 , & &1) is continuous at 0.
If the (Sn) commute with a mixing family of transformations and the
maximal operator S* fails to be continuous at 0, then there is a $>0 such
that the sequence of operators (Sn) is $-sweeping out; that is given any =>0
we can find a set E with the property that +(E )= but lim supn Sn /E (x)$
for a.e. x.
Proof. Since S* fails to be continuous at 0, by (iv) of Theorem 3 we
know that there is $>0 such that for each =>0 and each 0<’<1, there
is a set E # A, +(E )= with
+([x | lim sup
n
(Sn/E )(x)$(1&’)])$’.
Using the fact that our operators commute with a mixing family of trans-
formations, the result now follows by applying the following proposition:
Proposition 2. Assume that the (Sn) satisfy assumptions (1), (2) and
(3) of Corollary 2, and that they commute with a mixing family (E:). Assume
that there is a $>0 so that for each 0<’<1, and each n # N, there is a
sequence of sets, Ap , such that
sup
p
+([x: S*n,  /Ap(x)$(1&’)])
+(Ap)
=+.
Then the sequence (Sn) is $-sweeping out.
Proof. The proof is adapted from [BJR]. First we establish that given
=>0, ’>0, and a natural number n, we can find a set B=B(=, n, ’) such
that +(B)= and
+([x: S*n,  /B(x)$(1&’)])=1.
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Let Fp=[x: S*n, /Ap(x)$(1&’)]. We may assume without loss of
generality that (+(Fp))(+(Ap))p2, otherwise we relabel the sequence. Let
hp be a natural number such that 1hp+(Fp)2 and hence
hp +(Ap)
hp m(Fp)
p2

2
p2
.
Take A1p , A
2
p , ..., A
h p
p to be identical copies of Ap , i.e. A
j
p=Ap for
j=1, 2, ..., hp . Then F jp=Fp for j=1, 2, ..., hp . By Sawyer’s auxiliary lemma,
(see [de G], p. 20), there are E jp # (E:), p=1, 2, ...; j=1, 2, ..., hp such that
almost every x belongs to infinitely many (E jp )
&1 F jp . (Here we use the fact
that
:

p=1
:
h p
j=1
+(F jp )= :

p=1
hp+(Fp)=.)
Choose p0 so that
:

p=p0
hp +(Ap) :

p=p 0
2
p2
<=.
Define
F(x)= sup
1 j hp
pp0
E jp/A jp (x)=/B(x),
(Note that the sup of a countable family of indicator functions is again an
indicator function.) Then
+(B)=&F&1 :
pp0
:
hp
j=1
|
X
E jp/A jp (x) d+(x)
= :
pp0
:
hp
j=1
+(A jp )
= :
pp0
hp +(Ap)
=,
and
S*n, /B(x)S*n, (E jp/A jp )(x)=(S*n, /A jp )(E
j
p x)
because our operators commute with the family (E:).
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Now if x # (E jp )
&1 F jp , then E
j
px # F
j
p and hence (S*n, /A jp )(E
j
px)
$(1&’), which implies S*n, /B(x)$(1&’) for almost every x # X.
Now we improve our result by selecting a sequence of sets, (Bn), such
that +(Bn)(=2n), and S*n, /B n (x)$(1&(1n)) for a.e. x # X. Let B=
n=1 Bn . Clearly +(B)= and for each n we have S*n,  /B (x)$(1&(1n))
for a.e. x. Consequently lim supn Sn /B (x)$ for a.e. x. K
Remark. Theorems 1, 2 and 3 as well as Corollaries 1 and 2 remain
valid in the complex valued case; that is if we let Y be the class of all
measurable functions f : X  C, Y0=[f # LC (X ): & f&1] and we con-
sider operators that are linear over C.
Combining Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 we obtain the following result
relating universally bad sequences with $-sweeping out. This result answers
a question posed by J. Rosenblatt [R].
Corollary 3. Let (nk) denote a strictly increasing sequence of positive
integers. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) The sequence (nk) is L universally bad for Cesa ro averages, that
is, given any non-atomic Lebesgue space, (X, A, +), and any invertible
ergodic measurable measure preserving point transformation {: X  X, there
exists a function f # L(X ) such that the sequence of Cesa ro averages given
by (1n) nk=1 f ({
nk x) fails to converge for x in a set of positive measure.
(ii) There is a $>0 such that the sequence of Cesa ro averages is
$-sweeping out; that is, given any non-atomic Lebesgue space, (X, A, +),
any invertible ergodic measurable measure preserving point transformation
{: X  X, and any =>0, there exists a set E with +(E )= but such that
lim supn (1n) nk=1 /E ({
n k x)$ for a.e. x # X.
Proof. First we show that (i) implies (ii). By Corollary 2 if we can show
that the maximal operator defined by S* f (x)=supn | (1n) nk=1 f ({
nk x)|
fails to be continuous at 0 for some transformation {, then we will have
$-sweeping out for that {. (Clearly these averages commute with the mixing
family ({k).) Consider special transformations of the form {%(x)=x+%,
(mod 1). We know that for a.e. % # (0, 1) the sequence ({n k% x) is uniformly
distributed in [0, 1), and hence the Cesa ro averages converge for all con-
tinuous functions on [0, 1). In particular they converge for a dense subset
of Y0 . Since convergence fails for some f # Y0 , we see by Corollary 1 that
S* cannot be continuous at 0. Thus we can apply Corollary 2 for this
transformation.
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For more general invertible ergodic measurable measure preserving
transformations we argue as follows. For any pair of non-atomic Lebesgue
spaces, (X, A, +) and (X , A , +~ ) with invertible ergodic measure preserving
transformations {: X  X and {~ : X  X we can form similar Kakutani
Rohlin towers. That is, given a positive integer N and =>0, we can find
sets B and B such that +(B)=+~ (B ), {kB & { jB=< for 0k{j<N,
+(N&1j=0 {
jB)>1&=, {~ kB & {~ jB =< for 0k{j<N and +~ (N&1j=0 {~
jB )>
1&=.
For each n let Sn f (x)=(1n) nk=1 f ({
n k x), where { is the special trans-
formation {% above. Define S n f (x)=(1n) nk=1 f ({~
n k x).
For each positive integer p, we can find a set Ap such that
+(Ap)
1
p
and lim sup
n
Sn/A p$ a.e.
Hence for each p we can find an integer Mp such that
+ \{x: maxpnMp Sn/Ap (x)$ \1&
1
p+=.9.
Find an integer N so large that a KakutaniRohlin tower with this N and
=<.05 has the property that the top nMp steps of the tower have total
measure less than .05. Form a similar tower for the transformation {~ as
described above, and ‘‘copy’’ the part of the set Ap which is in the tower,
to a set A p in the new tower, in the natural way. (That is: we copy Ap & B
to A p & B in a measure preserving way, and then use {~ to define the set on
the rest of the tower.) By construction, we have +~ (A p)+(Ap)1p, and
+~ ([x: maxpmMp S mXA p(x)$(1&(1p))].8 (We get only .8 rather
than .9 because we are not sure what happens on the top nMp steps of the
tower, or on the part of the space not in the tower, but by construction
these pieces have measure at most .1.) Fix 0<’<1, n # N, and consider p
such that p>n and (1p)<’. The result now follows by observing that each
S n commutes with the mixing family ({~ k), and applying Proposition 2.
To see that (ii) implies (i) we note that (ii) implies the maximal function
is not continuous at 0, (use characteristic functions). Hence by Theorem 2,
we cannot have convergence for all f # L. K
Remark. Let (nk) be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers
and define Sm, % f (x)=(1m) mk=1 f (x+nk%) (mod 1). If for some set
B/[0, 1), with positive Lebesgue measure, the averages Sm, % have the
property that % # B implies there is a function f # L such that Sm, % f
diverges, then the above argument shows that the sequence (nk) is L
universally bad.
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3. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. Let E be the closure of E in (Y0 , d ), and let f # E .
We want to show that limn   Sn f (x) exists a.e., or equivalently, for each
given *>0, the set
[x # X : lim sup
m, n
|Sm f (x)&Sn f (x)|>*]
has + measure 0. Note that for any v # L we know for all m, n1 we have
|Snv(x)&Smv(x)||Snv(x)|+|Smv(x)|2S*v(x). Hence if we take g # E,
then
+([x: lim sup
m, n
|Sm f (x)&Sn f (x)|>*])
=+([x: lim sup
m, n
|Sm( f&g)(x)&Sn( f&g)(x)|>*])
+([x: 2S*( f&g)(x)>*])
=+ \{x: S* \12 f&
1
2
g+ (x)>*4=+ .
Now let =>0 be given. For u # Y0 we have
(*4)
1+(*4)
+ \S*u>*4+|[S*u>(*4)]
S*u
1+S*u
d+\(S*u).
By the continuity of S* at 0 in (Y0 , & &1), choose $=$(=, (*4)) such
that u # Y0 and &u&1$ implies \(S*u)=(*(*+4)), and therefore
+([x: S*u(x)>*4])<=. Let g # E such that & f&g&1$. Then u=
1
2 f&
1
2 g # Y0 and &12 f& 12 g&1$. Thus
+ \{x: S* \12 f&
1
2
g+ (x)>*4=+=
and the proof is finished. K
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the space Y0=[f # L : & f&1]; as
observed earlier, in this space the metric d and the metric given by the
L1 norm are equivalent. For this proof we will use the metric given by
the L1 norm. We have (Y0 , & &1) is a complete metric space. In this
space a $ neighborhood of 0, denoted by N$(0) is given by N$(0)=
[f # Y0 : & f&1<$]. More generally, a $ neighborhood of an element f0 # Y0
is denoted by N$( f0) and given by N$( f0)=[g # Y0 : &g&f0 &1<$]=
[g # Y0 : g=f0+u, &u&1<$].
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We will use the Baire Category Theorem to establish Theorem 2.
Let 0<=<1. For N1 define
FN (=)=[f # Y0 : +([x: sup
mN
|SN f (x)&Sm f (x)|=])1&=]
and for M>N,
FN, M(=)=[f # Y0 : +([ sup
NmM
|SN f (x)&Sm f (x)|=])1&=].
We first show that the sets FN, M(=) are closed in (Y0 , & &1). Let ( fk)/
FN, M(=) and assume fk  f # Y0 in the L1 norm. We need to show that
f # FN, M(=). Let gk(x)=supNmM |SN fk(x)&Sm fk(x)|, and let g(x)=
supNmM |SN f (x)&Sm f (x)|. Since each Sn is continuous at 0, hence
continuous in measure, and since we are dealing with a finite supremum,
we also have gk  g in measure. By passing to a subsequence, if necessary,
we can assume gk  g a.e. Let Bk=[x: |gk(x)|=], B=[x: |g(x)|=],
and B =[x: x # Bk for infinitely many k]. Thus B =n=1 

k=n Bk .
Note that except for a set of measure zero, if x # B then |gk(x)|= for
infinitely many k, and taking the limit through these k, we see |g(x)|=.
Hence except for a set of measure zero, B /B. We now have by Fatou’s
Lemma
+(B)+(B )=|
X
lim sup
n
/B n (x) d+(x)
lim sup
n
|
X
/B n(x) d+(x)1&=,
consequently, f # FN, M(=) as required.
We now show that FN (=)=M=N+1 FN, M (=). The inclusion, FN (=)/
FN, M (=) is clear since the sets FN, M (=) are nested and decreasing. Conver-
sely, let
f # ,

M=N+1
FN, M (=).
This means that for each M>N, if AN, M (=)=[x: supNmM |SN f (x)&
Sm f (x)|=] then +(AN, M (=))1&=. Now the sets (AN, M (=))M=N+1 are
nested and decreasing, and
,

M=N+1
AN, M (=)=[x: sup
mN
|SN f (x)&Sm f (x)|=].
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It follows that +([x: supmN |SN f (x)&Sm f (x)|=])1&=, that is,
f # FN (=).
Next note that Y0=N=1 FN (=). To see this let g # Y0 . We know that
the sequence (Sng(x)) converges a.e. Consequently, by Egorov’s Theorem,
we know there is a set A, with +(A)<=, and an integer N such that
|SNg(x)&Sng(x)|= whenever nN and x  A. In particular, this means
that g # FN (=).
The above observations allow us to apply the Baire Category Theorem.
Since (Y0 , & &1) is a complete metric space, it cannot be a countable union
of closed nowhere dense sets. Thus there is an integer N0 such that FN0(=)
contains an open set. In other words, there are f0 # Y0 and $>0 such that
N$( f0)/FN0 (=). To complete the proof we will need the following Lemma.
Lemma. For f0 # Y0 we have N$(0)/N$( f0)&N$( f0)=[g1&g2 : g1 , g2 #
N$( f0)].
Proof. Let g # N$(0). Then &g&1<$. We will define u1 and u2 so that
g=u1&u2 , and both g1=f0+u1 and g2=f0+u2 are in N$ ( f0). Since
g # N$(0), in particular, g # Y0 , so &1g(x)1 for a.e. x. Define
u1(x)={g(x),0,
if f0>0 and g(x)0 or f00 and g(x)>0
otherwise.
u2(x)={&g(x),0,
if f0>0 and g(x)>0 or f00 and g(x)0
otherwise.
Clearly g=u1&u2=( f0+u1)&( f0+u2). Thus we will be done if we can
show that g1=f0+u1 and g2=f0+u2 are in N$( f0). We have
f0(x)+g(x), if f0(x)>0 and g(x)0
g1(x)=f0(x)+u1(x)={ or f0(x)0 and g(x)>0f0(x), otherwise.
and
f0(x)&g(x), if f0(x)>0 and g(x)>0
g2(x)=f0(x)+u2(x)={ or f0(x)0 and g(x)0f0(x), otherwise.
It is clear that g1 and g2 are in Y0 . We also have &g1&f0&1=
&( f0+u1)&f0&1=&u1&1&g&1<$, so g1 # N$( f0), and similarly,
g2 # N$( f0). K
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We now complete the proof of Theorem 2. First, for f # FN 0 (=) let DN0 , f
denote the set [x: supmN0 |SN0 f (x)&Sm f (x)|=]. By definition, we
have +(DN 0 , f )1&=. For x # X and mN0 we clearly have
|Sm f (x)| sup
1 j N0
|Sj f (x)|S*1, N0 f (x)
while for x # D N 0 , f and any mN0 we have
|Sm f (x)||SN0 f (x)|+=S*1, N 0 f (x)+=.
Consequently for x # DN 0 , f we have S* f (x)S*1, N 0 f (x)+=; hence
+([x: S* f (x)S*1, N0 f (x)+=])1&=.
Since each Sj is continuous at 0, it follows that S*1, N0 is continuous at 0;
hence for the given =>0 we can find a $$<$ such that if f # N$$(0) then
\(S*1, N0 f )<=.
Now N$$(0)/N$(0)/N$( f0)&N$( f0). Consequently f # N$$(0) implies
f # N$( f0)&N$( f0) which implies f=g1&g2 with g1 and g2 each in
N$( f0)/FN0 (=).
Since g1 and g2 are in FN0 (=) we have
+([x: sup
mN 0
|SN0 g1(x)&Smg1(x))|=])1&=
and
+([x: sup
mN 0
|SN0 g2(x)&Smg2(x)|=])1&=.
Hence for f=g1&g2 we have
sup
mN 0
|SN0 f (x)&Sm f (x)|
= sup
mN0
|SN0 g1(x)&Sm g1(x)&SN0 g2(x)+Smg2(x)|
 sup
mN0
|SN0 g1(x)&Sm g1(x)|+ sup
mN0
|SN 0g2(x)&Smg2(x)|.
Thus
+([x: sup
mN 0
|SN0 f (x)&Sm f (x)|2=])
+([x: sup
mN 0
|SN0 g1(x)&Smg1(x)|=] & [x: sup
mN 0
|SN0 g2(x)&Smg2(x)|=.])
1&2=.
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Consequently, if
A=[x: S*f (x)S*1, N0 f (x)+2=]
then +(A)1&2=.
We now have
\(S*f )=|
A
S*f (x)
1+S*f (x)
d+(x)+|
Ac
S*f (x)
1+S*f (x)
d+(x)
|
A
S*1, N0 f (x)
1+S*1, N0 f (x)
d+(x)+|
A
2=
1+2=
d+(x)++(Ac)
|
X
S*1, N0 f (x)
1+S*1, N0 f (x)
d+(x)+2=++(Ac)
\(S*1, N0 f )+2=+2=
5=. K
We now give two propositions from which Theorem 3 will follow.
Proposition 3. Assume that
(1) each Sn : L  Y is linear,
(2) each Sn is positive,
(3) each Sn is a contraction on L.
For =>0 define
D= sup {|X supn1 |Sn f (x)| d+(x); f # Y0 , & f&1==
=sup {|X S*f (x) d+(x); f # Y0 , & f&1==
and
2= sup {|X S*/E (x) d+(x); E # A, +(E )== .
(I) We have lim=  0 D= lim=  0 2= .
(II) The following assertions are equivalent:
(a) S*: (Y0 , & &1)  (Y0 , & &1) is continuous at 0, i.e.
lim=  0 D= 0.
(b) S*: (Y0 , & &1)  (Y0 , & &1) is continuous at 0 in the ‘‘restricted
sense’’, i.e. lim=  0 2= 0.
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Proof. (I). The proof is in Rosenblatt [R], Proposition 10. For com-
pleteness we sketch his proof. Since clearly D=2= , we only need to show
that lim=  0 D=lim=  0 2= . Let =>0. Note that for f # Y0 , we have
|
X
sup
n
|(Sn f )(x)| d+(x)
|
X
sup
n
(Sn | f | )(x) d+(x)
|
X
sup
n
(Sn/[ | f |=])(x) d+(x)+|
X
sup
n
(Sn=/[ | f |<=])(x) d+(x)
|
X
sup
n
(Sn/[ | f |=])(x) d+(x)+=.
We also have X | f (x)| d+(x)=+([x: | f (x)|=]). Hence if X | f (x)| d+(x)
=2 then +([x: | f |=])=. Choose f # Y0 , & f&1=2, such that
D= 2&=|
X
sup
n
|Sn f (x)| d+(x)
|
X
sup
n
Sn/[ | f |=](x) d+(x)+=
2=+=.
We let =  0 and then (I) follows.
Clearly (II) follows from (I). K
Proposition 4. Assume that the Sn’s satisfy assumptions (1), (2), and
(3) of Proposition 3, and in addition
(4) Each Sn : (Y0 , & &1)  (Y0 , & &1) is continuous at 0.
For each =>0 and n1 define
D=, n=sup {|X S*n,  f (x) d+(x); f # Y0 , & f&1==
and
2=, n=sup {|X S*n, /E (x) d+(x); E # A, +(E )== .
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Then for each n1 we have:
lim
=  0
D=, n= lim
=  0
D= ,
lim
=  0
2=, n= lim
=  0
2= ,
and the two limits are equal.
Proof. Note that for n1, (S*f )(x)(S*1, n f )(x)+(S*n,  f )(x). Since
each Sn is continuous at 0, S*1, n is continuous at 0. The result now
follows. K
Proof of Theorem 3. By Proposition 3, (i) and (ii) are equivalent. To
see that (ii) O (iii) we use Proposition 4. Observe first that lim=  0 2=, n=
lim=  0 2==$>0 for each n1. Fix =>0. For each n choose a set
Bn # A with +(Bn)=2n and with X S*n, /Bn (x) d+(x)>$&($n). Let
E0=n=1 Bn . Then +(E0)= and
|
X
lim sup
n
Sn/E 0 (x) d+(x)=|
X
lim
n  
S*n, /E 0(x) d+(x)
= lim
n   |X S*n, /E 0(x) d+(x)
$.
To see that (iii) O (iv) we find a set E0 so that +(E0)= and
$|
X
lim sup
n
Sn/E 0 (x) d+(x),
and observe that
$|
[lim sup n Sn /E 0 (x)$(1&’)]
lim sup
n
Sn/E 0 (x) d+(x)
+|
[lim supn Sn /E 0 (x)<$(1&’)]
lim sup
n
Sn/E0 (x) d+(x)
+[lim sup
n
Sn/E 0(x)$(1&’)]+$(1&’).
Hence (iv) follows. Since lim supn Sn/E 0(x)S*/E 0 (x), it is clear that
(iv) O (i) and we are done. K
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